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“Safe Families represents one of 
the most adventurous start-ups in 
children’s services for some time. 

It has the potential to support 
several thousand of England’s 

neediest children; to greatly 
reduce the numbers of children in 
care, and to demonstrably forge a 

new relationship between public 
systems and civil society.”  

Dartington Social Research Unit

Introduction
Safe Families for Children is becoming a national movement that brings together local authorities and compassionate 
volunteers to strengthen vulnerable families. The foundations are laid and the potential is enormous. We are now actively 
seeking a transformational leader to take us forward into the next chapter of  growth and impact.  

Safe Families for Children was started in the UK as a practical response to the large numbers of  children going into the care 
system. There are over 90,000 children in care in England, Scotland and Wales. Four out of  ten serve prison sentences 
before they are 21yrs. That is a big problem. Safe Families for Children exists to do something about it.

Safe Families for Children has three objectives; support and stabilise families during a crisis; prevent child abuse and 
neglect and to reduce the flow number of  children being ‘looked after’. We achieve this by seeking to help children and 
families going through challenging times. Safe Families for Children (“Safe Families”) comes alongside in their time of  need 
to help the family get back on their feet.

In essence, Safe Families is a movement of  well-trained volunteers who have the desire and ability to support families 
who are struggling to cope. It is a “community-based solution to a community-based problem” using local volunteers to 
support vulnerable children and families. The model works. It keeps children out of  the care system, strengthens their 
families and builds social networks for future resilience.

The Safe Families model is simple and scalable. It enables volunteers, who primarily come from Safe Families’ church 
networks, to be good news to families that are struggling and it provides a cost effective solution for local authorities. 
Our incredible network of  volunteers are already making a serious dent, by serving in one of  three ways:

•  Host Families take children into their homes for a couple of  nights to a couple of  weeks, allowing parents and 
carers to deal with pressing issues. 

•  Family Friends get alongside parents and children to befriend, mentor and provide longer-term support. 

•  Resource Friends provide useful items such as beds, pushchairs, clothes, toys or washing machines, help with 
gardening or home improvements. 

With passionate and gifted leadership, we believe that Safe Families will expand to play a leading national role in 
transforming outcomes for tens of  thousands of  vulnerable children in the UK.

Do you hold a core conviction that the church is called to be the hands and feet of  Jesus to people who are struggling on 
the margins of  society?

Do you carry a deep passion to impact the lives of  vulnerable families through a partnership between local church and 
local government? 

Then please read further to see if  your life and leadership experience has prepared you to grow Safe Families into an 
organisation with a national impact and influence.
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About Safe Families
Safe Families provides early intervention and ‘wraparound care’ for struggling families, helping them to get back on 
their feet. 

We provide a targeted, early intervention family support service consisting of  three mutually complementary services. 
The service supports parents by giving them the time and encouragement to address issues that may lead to neglect. 
These issues may include mental or physical illness, addiction, homelessness, financial difficulties, bereavement, 
relationship breakdown and their own parenting skills.

Safe Families functions through a dedicated team of  staff facilitating a much wider network of  trained volunteers who 
give direct support to families in one of  the following ways:

Safe short hosting stays for children: this may be planned overnight respite being provided as part of  a 
package of  support, or may be emergency hosting for an unanticipated family crisis.  

Befriending: Family Friend Volunteers or mentors work alongside families, parents and children, providing 
emotional and practical support to help address the issues associated with parental isolation, mental health issues 
or parenting capacity. 

Practical Family Resources: The provision of  basic goods and services to support family life.

Safe Families connects civil society with public systems. This is achieved through a cross-community strategy for engaging 
and recruiting volunteers. We work primarily through local churches, but also partner with other faith groups, Student 
Unions and groups of  people who share our passion and values.
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Our Impact
During the last 12 months, we have seen local authorities report a growing reduction of  the flow of  ‘looked after 
children’ ranging from 7% to 14%. 

As a result of  our intervention we also see a wider social impact, as children engage better in education, the need for 
NHS services is reduced and parents are more able to engage with employment. 

Our approach to building resilience is achieved through integrating families in to their local communities. Embedded in 
the Safe Families model is the principle of  offering the right help at the right time from the right people.  Safe Families 
works in partnership with Local Authorities assessing family needs and establishing a support plan. The offer to each 
family is a unique bespoke package of  support tailored to the identified family needs. 

Safe Families has developed a proprietary tool for measuring family progress across 6 indices; the Outcomes Hexagon. 
This framework is used to benchmark change, progress or deterioration across six important domains which impact on 
the life of  the children being supported.

• Social Networks and Support

• Emotional Health

• Parental Confidence and Self-Esteem

• Home Environment and Meeting Physical Needs

• Family Relationships

• Positive Parenting 

We now have contracted agreements with 30 local authorities in the UK, who refer an average of  175 families per 
month. We partner with over 734 churches and community groups to ensure that each one of  those families can be 
matched with one of  our 3835 trained volunteers.

“My volunteers are amazing – for me, my new born and especially my 
3 year old with cerebral palsy. They’ve helped us practically by shopping, 

DIY, gardening, lifts to and from nursery and looking after my children 
including taking them out. They have made life less stressful and I’m 

less isolated and emotionally they give me so much support and listen to 
me. I don’t know where we would be without them, we love them.”   

Single Mum of two kids, Nottingham

“Safe Families is drawing out those who want to befriend, provide 
resources or take in other people’s children for short periods. 

These people appear to be in plentiful supply: they do not seek 
financial remuneration and are not over burdened by unreasonable 

requests for example, to take in children for longer periods than 
they can comfortably manage. This finding-and-matching process 

has resulted in high levels of satisfaction among volunteers and 
families in need. Foster carers are known for their ability to 

forge close bonds with their foster children, but perhaps they are 
less known for their work with the birth parents. Safe Families’ 

volunteers appear to be doing both, and it is noteworthy that, in 
some cases, the bond results in a relationship that outlasts the 

involvement of both local authority and Safe Families.”  
Dartington Social Research Unit 
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Context of this appointment
Keith Danby is retiring as Safe Families’ Chief  Executive Officer, having worked tirelessly for the past six years. Under 
his leadership, Safe Families has grown to £2.1m, with an outlook of  around £2.7m for 2018/9, More importantly, that 
financial growth means nearly 6,000 children in vulnerable families have been served by a network of  volunteers from 
over 700 churches. This is supported by a team of  72 dedicated staff working across five operating regions in England 
and Scotland.

The Board of  Trustees is grateful to God for the growth of  Safe Families’ work under Keith’s pioneering leadership.  
now seeks a leader to build on this foundation by driving forward a strategy that will see Safe Families serving families, 
churches and local authorities right across the UK.
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CEO Purpose and Priorities
The CEO will be an individual who combines a passion for serving vulnerable families through the local church with a 
passion for running an organisation as a beacon of  excellence amongst local government partners.

The CEO will provide the purposeful leadership to deliver the expansion and continuous improvement of  Safe Families, 
whilst ensuring the organisation remains true to being Christ centred.

The CEO will bring the missional drive required for Safe Families to deliver its services with excellence, whilst always 
stretching to pioneer into new areas.

You will be a winsome communicator who can influence decision makers within both churches, volunteer communities 
and local authorities. You will also be skilled at building enduring partnerships within the church, government and business.

You will have exceptional levels of  drive and tenacity to deliver increased impact and growth across the UK.

You will do this through envisioning and aligning the team of  senior leaders responsible for various geographical regions 
or functions within the organisation.

It will be the responsibility of  the Chief  Executive Officer to lead us in four key areas:

VISION AND STRATEGY
• Articulate a clear and compelling vision and inspire all stakeholders towards it

• Anticipate political and social changes to ensure that Safe Families is responding to the real needs of  families and 
local authorities with agility

• Innovate new ways of  engaging and serving families through our volunteer network and evaluate the sustainability 
of  different business models 

• Develop and execute the plans for the expansion and strengthening of  our work into new cities and regions

• Evaluate progress against strategic objectives and strengthen a culture of  transparency, accountability and high 
performance.



PEOPLE LEADERSHIP
• Model Christ-centred leadership and set a personal example of  biblical hospitality towards the stranger.

• Draw together staff and volunteers and unite them under the vision of  Safe Families. 

• Develop, align and empower the Senior Management Team (“SMT”), ensuring that they have the resources 
necessary to excel together as a team and in their roles as regional and functional leads.

GROWTH OF PARTNERSHIPS, FUNDING AND PROFILE
• Leverage Safe Families’ excellent programme delivery record to further establish our stature and profile with local 

authorities as a partner of  choice.

• Develop and deepen relationships with church networks and other civil society partners

• Owning strategic fundraising relationships with foundations and major donors

• Personally represent Safe Families in the media, public arena and in wider Christian circles.

ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
• Develop the appropriate infrastructure and income to deliver Safe Families’ mission and growth ambitions.  

• Evaluate and manage financial, operational, reputational and other risks, and to ensure compliance with all legal and 
safeguarding requirements. 

• Motivate, review and report on the performance management of  the SMT members and the health of  their regions. 
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Person Specification
INTEGRATED FAITH 
• Living and integrated Christian faith firmly rooted in loving 

God and loving neighbour.

• A follower of  Jesus and the signs of  discipleship that has 
produced faith and godly character.

• Prayerful and able to inspire others to prayer.

• Able to nurture spiritual growth amongst individuals  
and teams.

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
• Create strategic clarity across the organisation, 

defining objectives appropriate for each season of  our 
development and helping everyone find their place within 
this unified purpose.

• Confidence to be operationally decisive, with the 
experience of  managing budgets and a geographically 
dispersed organization.

• Proven experience of  negotiating and influencing at a 
senior level.

EXTERNAL INFLUENCE
• Able to influence externally, across different professional, 

social and faith contexts.

• Able to inspire faith and confidence in those around them. 

• A credible influencer with winsome gentleness.

• Resonant with our diverse range of  stakeholders.

SELF-LEADERSHIP 
• Self-aware of  their own gifts and limitations.

• Emotionally intelligent, relational and authentic, yet 
prepared to make tough decisions and have hard 
conversations

• Confident to lead change and growth. 

• Strong personal discipleship and accountable relationships 
within a faith community to enable resilience

• High energy and an extra mile mentality

PROFESSIONALISM
• Hold yourself  and others to a high standard of  excellence.

• Team builder, making excellent hires and then empowering 
staff to grow in their expertise and authority. 

• Demonstrable ability to work effectively with the Boards 
and senior colleagues.

• Able to build and nurture purposeful relationships with 
leaders in the UK church.
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How to Apply
Safe Families for Children is working with Macaulay Search to conduct this leadership appointment. 

Interested candidates are directed to email their application to safefamilies@macaulaysearch.com   

The closing deadline for applications is 12pm on Friday 15th June 2018.

Your application should comprise:

• A covering letter of  not more than two pages outlining your motivation and relevant experience for the role. 
Please do mention your fit with the Christian faith and motivation we seek in this leader. Christian faith is an 
Occupational Requirement for this position.

• A full CV, including responsibilities held and relevant achievements.

• The names of  your three referees. Note - these referees will not be contacted until late in the process and with 
your prior agreement. The names and details of  your referees will be held in strictest confidence.

First Round interviews will be held on Thursday the 28th of  June, with Final Interviews taking place on Thursday the 12th 
of  July 2018.

Safe Families acknowledges that your application will be submitted in the context of  a two-way discernment process. 
During the interview process, there will be space made for shortlisted candidates to have informal meetings to help you 
get to know Safe Families better.

Thank you for your interest in the work of  Safe Families for Children.  Please do not hesitate to get in touch with 
Macaulay Search using the above email address, should you have any questions regarding this appointment process.

mailto:safefamilies@macaulaysearch.com

